Advanced Facility Inspection Software
EPA regulations require monthly visual inspections at fuel facilities. Titan’s Webbased Advanced Facility Inspection module (AFI) makes site inspections both
easy and paperless. You own the data and it’s all integrated with the cloud.

The Right Solution for Compliance Inspections
The new EPA regulations require fuel sites to perform monthly visual facility inspections. AFI is the right software to meet these
requirements and effectively manage your company-wide inspection program. The most trusted technology in the industry with
over 150,000 mobile inspections performed at leading fuel retail and commercial locations, AFI ensures that every facility
inspection is done right the first time. With AFI, managers have all the facility inspection data they need at their fingertips to
improve operations.

Results-Driven
AFI not only makes facility inspections easy, the application is completely configurable to perform multiple types of inspections
and adapt to any facility scoring process you wish to put in place. Questions can be weighted for scoring of facilities based on the
questions and criteria you chose. Results seamlessly port to the cloud with each facility ranked, graded, and visible to know
instantly what specific deficiencies need to be addressed to improve scores or achieve key metrics or KPIs.

Features

Benefits



Create Any Inspection Online



Proactive UST Facility Compliance



Weight Questions & Score Results



No More Fines or NOVs



Rank Facilities and Track Issues



Greater Inspection Efficiencies



Results Securely Stored on Cloud



Workflow for Tracking & Resolution

Inspections Online, On-Demand

Syncs with Titan Cloud

AFI allows you to convert any PDF or Word document into a dynamic
online inspection. EPA, state, or industry forms (e.g. PEI) can easily be
set up as paperless inspections using their forms to ensure precise
questions are answered and details documented with results
embedded on official forms, ready for online submission once
completed via smart phone or tablet. AFI is so versatile you’ll wonder
how you managed your facilities without it.

AFI syncs seamlessly with Titan’s
industry-standard cloud software. This
provides not only the right repository
for storing photos and data, but a
comprehensive compliance platform
for creating and managing all the
deficiencies found during these
inspections. Activities can be autogenerated based on your preestablished parameters, allowing you
to easily track inspection deficiencies
through to resolution.

Related Modules





Inventory & Delivery
Alarm Monitoring
E-File Management
Important Date Tracking

Titan Software Suites

Scored Results
AFI not only makes facility inspections easy, the application is
completely configurable to perform multiple types of inspections and
adapt to any facility scoring process you wish to put in place.
Questions can be weighted for scoring of facilities based on the
questions and criteria you chose. Results seamlessly port to the cloud
with each facility ranked, graded, and visible to know instantly what
specific deficiencies need to be addressed to improve scores or
achieve key metrics or KPIs.

Photo-Finishes
A picture is worth a thousand words when it comes to facility
equipment-related issues. That’s why AFI is built to allow photos to be
paired with inspection answers. Photos are synced and stored with
each completed inspection to ensure that issues are not only
documented, but corresponding reports include the photos and notes
to support inspection results. This ensures a photo-finish to every
visual site inspection.

Start Your Free Trial
For a limited time, contact Titan for a
free trial of AFI with one free survey
set up at roi@titancloud.com.

